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Informations for retailers

Pascale Lion Créations  6, rue Saulnier  75009 Paris
studio@pascalelion.com - www.pascalelion.com

Quality:Quality: the collections are made in France 
with durable and high quality materials: bronze, 
stainless steel and titanium. Both are recyclable.
All finishes are manual and carried out with the 
greatest care in our Parisian workshop or nearby. 

Finishes: Finishes: Detailed information on materials, 
colours and finishes is on the back.  

Precautions:Precautions: Contact with cosmetics or 
detergents is not recommended, especially for 
DO and BR finishes.

Recommended cleaning:Recommended cleaning: soapy water, rinsing and 
gentle drying.  

ChainmailChainmail is a very ancient material: the oldest 
dates back to the 2nd century BC. Nowadays it is 
produced industrially for protection against sharp 
cutting tools : gloves (for opening oysters), aprons 
and even bulletproof vests. It is also a material 
used for decoration and architecture. See our 
catalogue "objects for home" and the possibilities 
of custom-made panels.

Your delivery includes:Your delivery includes:
> a pouch or a box for each piece of jewellery. 
Note that there are two sizes of pouch. Keep the 
larger ones (flat bottom) for XL basics necklaces 
and belts.
Boxes are supplied for some larger jewellery. They 
are available on order for other products. Please 
contact us.
> a round card with 3 panels, to be placed in each 
pocket or box. This card contains a warning that 
must be given to all buyers of necklaces and belts:
"Necklaces and chainmail belts are very resistant: 
do not wear them if you might hook them to 
something (during a sport activity or while using a 
machine. Don't let children play with it.“
We have at your disposal HD photos of each piece 
of jewellery.  

We offer displays created especially for the 
collection, see the catalogue. 
Do not hesitate to ask us for advice for your 
presentation or for any question :
at +33 (0)1 53 34 09 31.
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Introduction
To understand the collection
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Chainmail are made of stainless steel, bronze or titanium.

AR (silverish) polished stainless steel. Slightly matifies over time.

LIGHT (pale blond)  polished stainless steel(1).

NU (brown to blond, gradations of warm shades), stainless steel. 
Each piece is singular, limited series.

CU (coppery) polished stainless steel(1). 

BR (bronze) sanded bronze. Finish: matte jeweler's varnish.

DO (golden) bronze gilded with fine gold(2).

BLEU (various shades of deep blue to grey blue or violet (1)…).
Titanium.

Meshes
The Pascale Lion collection is made with two kinds of mesh:

The chainmails are made of assembled rings in stainless steel, titanium or bronze. Four sizes: small, medium, large, XL.
The flat mesh Scale is made of bronze. One size.

7 finishes 

Made in France, with the greatest care.

Materials and finishes

Each mesh, each material has its specificities, which is why all 
models are not available in all finishes. 

Scale mesh always comes in bronze.

AR (silverish) bronze plate with fine silver(2).

DO (golden) bronze gilded with fine gold(2).

The clasps and hooks are made of bronze or brass. The 
finishes are the same as those of the bronze meshes.

Recommended cleaning: soapy water and gentle drying.

(1)The hue varies from one production to another and irregularities are 
inherent to the artisanal process. Each series is unique, each piece is 
specific.

(2) These jewellery treatments can evolve when in contact with 
cosmetics or corrosive products, or with some people’s skin.


